
Have a much better online 
payment experience!

Four mates with one great idea are transforming the world of online payments. Here’s how! 

Even though online sales are booming, the current payment methods are built on outdated 
logics: that the total payment happens right after a purchase, on the same device, in the 
same browser, and all by the same person who initiated the purchase. This old-fashioned pay-
ment logic lacks any innovation or creativity, and - worst of all - it doesn’t make life any easier 
for consumers who want to share the costs with others. But this is where Payment Courier 
comes in. It was born as a simple solution to a common problem: splitting payments 
online. 

Your consumers will LOVE it!

Imagine you’re planning the trip of a lifetime with your friends. Before you imagine yourself 
drinking beer on a rooftop terrace, step back to the less fun part of traveling with mates: split-
ting the expenses. It’s tough, right? One of you will probably have to pay for everything and 
wait for everyone else to pay you back. The founders of Payment Courier had the same 
issue when they were planning a trip together. Who’s buying the flights? Who’s booking 
the hotels? And who’s gonna be left out of pocket while they wait for everyone to transfer 
repayments? And, let’s be honest, there’s always that one friend who can’t seem to repay 
money on time. 

As developers, it wasn’t a question that they should build a new payment option; a revolu-
tionary online payment tool that lets consumers split expenses just like they do in real life 
with cash. Payment Courier takes the shopping experience to the next level because 
consumers can simply share a secure Payment Courier link and each recipient can easily 
pay their own share without having to register or download anything.  
Purchase completed and everyone's card data is kept totally secure, yay! 

Dear merchants, stay steps ahead of your competitors! 

Without any doubt, for online retailers, the actual payment step is the most important part of 
the whole online shopping journey. At the same time, this crucial step often only gives 
customers a few outdated payment options. But, with Payment Courier, you can give your 
customers what they want: a next-level shopping experience that makes shopping conven-
ient - even if they need to split the bill or they want one of their friends or their company to 
pay the bill in full. Payment Courier allows merchants to easily integrate split payments 
and delegated payments into their existing checkout flow because it is compatible with 
multiple payment gateways. 
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This one easy integration has countless benefits for your 
business: 
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It helps you provide an upgraded shopping experience.

It lets you step and stay ahead of your competitors who don’t realise the wonderful 
opportunities of this new tool.

It’s cost efficient since your consumers aren’t forced to pay extra charges on money 
transfers between bank accounts.

It is easy to integrate and you won’t have to make huge changes to your current 
check-out process.

It’s also handy for your employees when you want to cover their work-related expenses.

It’s flexible because you can decide how long the Payment Courier link stays ‘live’ while 
the items are stored in the shopper’s cart.

Try our service and see how Payment Courier can make the checkout experience even 
more flexible than cash!

We love questions! Drop us a line: office@paymentcourier.com


